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FOREWORD
2019 has been a momentous year. We have made significant
progress as we continued to drive the fire safety agenda
in Europe. We pursued the improvement of fire safety in
buildings in Europe by advocating for the highest standards
for regulations, policies, test methods and best practices.
Moreover, we set out to open Fire Safe Europe to new
stakeholders, with the objective to rally the fire safety
community to work together for fire safety.

Juliette Albiac
Managing Director

Indeed, over the years, the relationships we have with
policymakers, the construction industry, architects, fire safety
engineers, firefighters, researchers, building owners, and
citizens have enabled us to bring the fire safety world together
and drive fire safety efforts to build change at EU level.
Some of the highlights of 2019 include:

• The #Together4FireSafety campaign conducted at the occasion of the European elections,
which mobilised 100 European Parliament Candidates and 50+ stakeholders to sign a pledge
to improve fire safety in buildings for people;
• The official launch in November 2019 of the European Fire Safety Community, with
150+ stakeholders who are ready to bring their piece of the puzzle to solve the complex,
multifaceted issue of fire safety in buildings;
• Successful advocacy to improve fire safety through EU policies: we raised awareness among
Members of the European Parliament and Member States to ask the Commission to select
the better option for the European approach to the fire assessment of facades, promoted the
inclusion of fire safety in the implementation guidance notes of the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive, and built strong recommendations for fire safety data collection at EU
level.
These results reinforce the role of Fire Safe Europe as a key European association for fire safety
in buildings in Europe, which has the ability to empower and connect the fire safety community
with the services and tools needed to build change so that we can, together, find solutions to
complex problems on fire safety.
In this year’s annual report, you will discover our achievements and ongoing efforts to empower
the fire safety community and reach better fire safety in buildings for people and society.
I am pleased to say that this is only the beginning. We have laid the groundwork for fire safety
in buildings across Europe for the next decade, which is why I look forward to having you join
us in 2020.
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FSEU IN A NUTSHELL
Who is Fire Safe Europe?
Fire Safe Europe works to improve fire safety in buildings for people. We are at the crossroads
of the construction industry, policy stakeholders, academia and firefighters, amplifying the
voices of the fire safety community and enabling you to benefit from our fire safety advocacy
and connect with key stakeholders. Since our creation in 2011, we campaign for fire safety to
be included across relevant EU policies for the building environment and for the EU to take a
common approach on fire safety solutions. Our work is fact based, collaborative, and driven.
The need for change is what motivates Fire Safe Europe. We unite a community of people and
organisations who want fire safety taken into consideration at the highest level of policies for
buildings, in the interest of every European. The strength of our commitment and clear results
is why our members continue to give us their trust. We are proud to be a platform for everyone
in the fire safety community and to provide a place for collaboration and learning.

What do we stand for?
MISSION

VISION

VALUES

To improve fire safety in
buildings for people and
society.

Our vision is for people
and communities across
Europe to be safe from
fire in every building they
spend time in.

• Fact-based
• Collaborative
• Driven & Committed
• Human
• Fearless

What do we do?

RAISE AWARENESS
Through our
communication
campaigns, we
create awareness
on fire safety in
buildings all across
Europe.

CONNECT THE FIRE
SAFETY COMMUNITY
We bring the fire safety
community together
to exchange findings,
best practices and
ideas on how to make
buildings fire safe.

ADVOCATE
We advocate for
better standards and
regulations on fire
safety in buildings at
national and EU level
and call European
and National policy
makers to take action.

What do we focus on?

COLLECT, CONSOLIDATE & SHARE
INFORMATION
Through our
community of experts
and members we
collect, consolidate and
share information so
that our advocacy is
based on sound science
and best practices.

Fire Safe Europe works on the following areas to ensure that fire safety is on the regulatory
agenda at the EU and national level:
Construction Products
Regulation (CPR)

Facades fire safety

Smoke Toxicity

Fire Safety Data
Collection & research

Sustainable Fire
Resilient Buildings

Fire Information
Exchange Platform
(FIEP)
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MEET THE FSEU TEAM
FSEU LEADERSHIP

Mark Leverton
President

Claus Bugge Garn
Deputy President

FSEU SECRETARIAT

Juliette Albiac
Managing
Director

Sarah Debbiche Krichen Jeromine Andolfatto
Senior Public Affairs
Public Affairs
Officer
Executive

Rebecca Dorkase
Public Affairs
Junior

Bianca Cerrato
Communications
Officer

FSEU CHAIRS & TECHNICAL ADVISORS

Sian Hugues
Communications Chair

Kees Both
Technical Chair

Fanny Guay
Technical Advisor

FSEU FULL MEMBERS

FSEU COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Academia
Firefighters

Architects
Media

&

OVER 150 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FROM:

Associations
NGOs

Corporations

Fire Engineers

Policy-makers
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FSEU’S IMPACT IN 2019
2019, in context
Fire Safe Europe began the year preparing for the 2019 European elections with the campaign
#Together4FireSafety. The European elections in May 2019 would bring significant change to
the political environment at EU level. By the end of 2019, a new European Parliament would
be elected, and a new European Commission would be in place, with new policy-orientations
and objectives. This meant institutional changes and uncertainty on how many Members of the
European Parliament would be re-elected, in addition to uncertainty on whether or not British
candidates would be included in the election, and what it would mean with regards to the 2018
decision to decrease the number of Members of the European Parliament candidates from 751
to 705 following the United Kingdom’s plan to withdraw from the European Union.
The European elections meant that there would be a substantial break on policy advancements
until the newly elected European Parliament and Commission took office. For Fire Safe Europe,
this meant that raising awareness on fire safety towards European elections candidates was
paramount for the future of fire safety at EU level. In the previous European Parliamentary term
of 2014-2019, Fire Safe Europe worked with Members of the European Parliament to push for
fire safety to be recognised in policies and regulations at EU level. Thanks to this, Members of
the European Parliament:
• Pushed the European Commission to carry out two studies on smoke toxicity and facades
fire safety;
• Debated fire safety in Plenary for the first time in the European Parliament in 2017, resulting
in the creation of the Fire Information Exchange Platform by the European Commission;
• Supported the inclusion of fire safety in the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
(EPBD).
Fire Safe Europe saw the European elections as an opportunity to ensure that fire safety is not
overlooked in the new European Parliamentary term of 2019 - 2024 and decided to launch a
pledge campaign to raise awareness on fire safety in buildings.
While policies and regulations were on hold at the European level, remarkable initiatives on fire
safety arouse. 2019 saw the beginning and continuation of the following actions on fire safety:
• The European Commission’s Fire Information Exchange Platform continued to succeed in
bringing most Member States to the table to discuss fire safety in buildings;
• The International Fire Safety Standards Coalition, created in 2018, continued to rally
stakeholders to support the creation, maintenance and use of high-quality international
principles of fire safety. In 2019, Fire Safe Europe joined the International Fire Safety
Standards Coalition;
• The Fire-In Project, the first European fire and rescue innovation network, continued its
efforts to connect the rescue and fire safety community;
Internally, Fire Safe Europe was undergoing significant structural changes. To adapt to the
requests of membership from various stakeholders in the field of fire safety and beyond, Fire
Safe Europe opened up the association to include a new membership category: European Fire
Safety Community Member, a new, open to all Fire Safe Europe membership.
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OVERVIEW OF FSEU’S WORK
The following section covers Fire Safe Europe’s work to ensure that fire safety stays a high priority on the EU agenda in 2019 and beyond.

#Together4FireSafety pledge campaign
Ensuring fire safety stays a high priority in the European Parliamentary term of
2019-2024
Fire safety is an issue that touches a lot of people but is not one of the high-profile priorities
at EU level. During the 2014 European elections, Fire Safe Europe had conducted a pledge
campaign for European Parliament candidates. 75 candidates signed the pledge, and thanks to
the work of the European Parliament from 2014 – 2019, significant progress was made on fire
safety in buildings at EU level. Members of the European Parliament worked together with Fire
Safe Europe to ensure that fire safety was not forgotten in policies and regulation.
Having the experience from the 2014 campaign, and the clear results it delivered for fire safety
at European level, Fire Safe Europe decided to launch a pledge campaign for the 2019 election to
raise awareness on fire safety amongst European Parliament candidates, whether re-standing
Members of the European Parliament or new candidates. The #together4FireSafety campaign
was born, under the motto: “Together we can make Europe fire safe, together we can save lives.
#Together4FireSafety”.
The results of the campaign were remarkable. The #Together4FireSafety campaign mobilised
100 European election candidates and reached over 388.000 views on social media (total
impressions from February to April 2019 from Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook). 50 stakeholders
supported the campaign, among which firefighters, educators, and national fire safety
associations. Among the 100 European Election candidates who pledged, 37 were elected
as Members of the European Parliament. These results lay down a strong foundation to call
Members of the European Parliament to act for fire safety throughout their 2019-2024 mandate.
We are proud to be a platform for everyone in the fire community and to provide a place for
collaboration and learning.
FIND OUT MORE

Introducing the
Launch of new
#Together4FireSafety European Parliament
campaign: video trailers Campaign to improve
fire safety

Stakeholders call to
action on fire safety

Kick-off event in the
European Parliament
Croatia Magazine
coverage

37 newly elected MEPs
pledge to improve fire
safety in buildings

Members of the
European Parliament
speak about fire safety

IFSEC Global news
article: 37 newly
elected MEPs sign fire
safety pledge
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European Fire Safety Community
A collaborative space to drive concrete action on fire safety
All involved in fire safety agree that there is a need to share information and to create solutions.
Fire Safe Europe has learned throughout its activities in the past eight years that the field of
fire safety is continually changing: constant innovations in buildings make it difficult for the
legislative environment to keep up. While there is a lot of knowledge and expertise in the fire
safety sector, it is hard for individuals and organisations to keep up to date or have the means
to share their solutions for fire safety in buildings.
To address these challenges and adapt to the requests of membership from various stakeholders,
Fire Safe Europe worked to create a space where people in the field of fire safety can connect,
pool knowledge and work collaboratively on solutions to improve fire safety in buildings.
This work led to the birth of the European Fire Safety Community in 2019. The European
Fire Safety Community offers a new, open to all, and free for individuals Fire Safe Europe
membership which empowers stakeholders to frame tomorrow’s fire safety and contribute to
its improvement.
The European Fire Safety Community provides its members with an information hub, a unique
and participative network and policy-framing hive. In just a few months until December 2019,
over 150 people joined this permanent online space to benefit from:
• Exclusive interviews with policymakers and fire safety experts;
• Information on legislation and initiatives on fire safety at EU level;
• Interactive podcasts and webinars on central fire safety issues.
• And much more…
The Community intends to foster the emergence of concrete solutions, that’s why it focuses in
depth on highly relevant topics at EU level:
• Data Collection: a dedicated online working group, called Advisory Panel, analyses what
already exists on fire safety data collection, fosters exchanges of best practices and aims to
support the European Commission’s project on “Closing data gaps and paving the way for
Pan-European fire safety efforts”. Perks of belonging to this group include an episode of the
Data Project Podcast with MEP Theresa Griffin, as well as an exclusive webinar with Dr Kate
Nguyen on the methodology and strategy used by the International Fire Safety Standards
(IFSS) Coalition to develop their fire terminology glossary.
• Facades Fire Safety: in this Advisory Panel, members get to discuss the latest evolutions
on facades, compare regulations and standards, exchange views on new technologies,
get information on the European Commission’s Fire Information Exchange Platform work
regarding facades and get regular updates on the development of a European approach to
assess the fire performance of facades. Members also benefit from a dedicated podcast
series, called “The Facades Files“.
Check out the European Fire Safety Community platform for further details and to know more
on the origins of this project (re)-read the article by Juliette Albiac, Fire Safe Europe’s Managing
Director.
We are looking forward to seeing this Community expand and thrive in 2020.
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JOIN US AT
eufiresafety.community
A new FIRE SAFE EUROPE
Membership Category

OPEN TO ALL

- Free for individuals - Special packages for companies -

BENEFIT FROM

A unique and
participative network

An information hub

A policy-framing hive

The European Fire Safety Community is a place for you
to connect, pool knowledge and work collaboratively on
solutions to improve fire safety in buildings.

JOIN THE COMMUNITY

European Fire Safety
Community Advent
Calendar: 24 reasons
to come on board

Opinion piece «A
collaborative space to
drive concrete action
on fire safety»

Advisory Panel on Data Advisory Panel on
Collection
Facades fire safety
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Fire Information Exchange Platform (FIEP)
Supporting the European Commission and Technical Secretariat of the Fire
Information Exchange Platform
In 2017 Fire Safe Europe raised awareness of the importance of fire safety among Members
of the European Parliament through the #EUCanBeFireSafe campaign. In September 2017,
following these advocacy efforts, fire safety was debated for the first time in Plenary in the
European Parliament, which encouraged the European Commission to launch the Fire
Information Exchange Platform (FIEP). Fire Safe Europe has been an active supporter of the
FIEP ever since the European Commission announced its creation.
The Fire Information Exchange Platform’s mission is to stimulate cooperation among the
Member States and create an environment where they can exchange best practices and lessons
learnt with each other and with other stakeholders in the field of fire safety.
In 2019, Fire Safe Europe continued its support for the FIEP by working closely with participating
stakeholders:
• Fire Safe Europe participated in the 2nd FIEP plenary debate;
• Fire Safe Europe informed the public on the progress made in the FIEP and its Project
Teams;
• In line with the work of the FIEP Project Team on Data Collection, Fire Safe Europe organised
3 webinars on fire data collection in 2019. These webinars lead to the creation of a Summary
Report of key recommendations for fire safety data collection.

FIND OUT MORE

EU Fire Information
Exchange Platform meets to
take stock of progress and
define next steps

Fire safety data collection
webinar series

Data Collection summary
report: guiding fire safety
data collection across
Europe.

Fire safety research
Supporting fire safety research initiatives at EU level
Fire safety research is vital for the advancement of fire safety policies. Fire Safe Europe has
continuously supported and pushed for fire safety research initiatives across Europe. Indeed,
research is needed to gain insights into the constant changes and advancements in the field of
fire safety and to learn from identified challenges to develop better fire safety practices.
In 2019, Fire Safe Europe continued its support for fire safety research by teaming up with
several stakeholders to ask for fire safety to be integrated into the Horizon Europe research and
innovation framework programme.
FIND OUT MORE
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Facades fire safety
Successfully mobilising support for the “alternative” approach to assess the fire
performance of facades
Since its creation, Fire Safe Europe has advocated for the development of a harmonised
European approach to assess the fire performance of facades, to put an end to a situation
where over 10 test methods exist across the EU.
In 2018, the European Commission published a study on the “Development of a European
approach to assess the fire performance of facades “, which proposed two approaches to
evaluate the fire performance of facades: a “main” approach consisting of the adoption of
two national test methods, the British BS 8414 and the German DIN 4202 part 20, and an
“alternative” approach, which takes the baseline of the British and German test but offers
strong improvements.
Fire Safe Europe saw that the “alternative” approach offered key improvements for facades fire
safety, such as the inclusion of secondary openings, improved performance criteria, clearer
classification system and much more. Building on our 2018 efforts, in 2019, Fire Safe Europe
raised awareness among Member States, Members of the European Parliament and other
stakeholders to support the “alternative” option for the development of a European approach
to the fire assessment of facades. Most Member States voted for the alternative approach, and
in September 2019, the European Commission published a call for tender titled “Finalisation
of the European approach to assess the fire performance of facades” based on the alternative
approach.
To continue to contribute to the positive changes that are taking place on facades fire safety, Fire
Safe Europe launched within the European Fire Safety Community a dedicated Advisory Panel
on facades, where members can discuss the latest evolutions on facades, compare regulations
and standards and much more.
FIND OUT MORE

Getting facades fire performance assessment
right for Europe

European Commission publishes tender to
finalise the European approach to assess
the fire performance of facades

Smoke toxicity
Envisioning solutions for smoke toxicity of construction products
Throughout 2019, Fire Safe Europe worked with experts and stakeholders to initiate a discussion
and find achievable solutions to have information on the toxicity of smoke from burning
construction products.
FIND OUT MORE
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Sustainable buildings and fire safety
Bridging the gap between sustainability and fire resilience
Fire safe Europe has long been advocating for the inclusion of fire safety into the debate on
sustainable buildings, and in existing sustainability rating schemes for buildings. Despite these
efforts, fire safety and the importance of fire resilience in sustainability have often not been
accounted for in these new tools and technologies.
In 2019, Fire Safe Europe continued to raise awareness of the fact that fire resilience is an
integral part of sustainability and to widen the debate on buildings’ sustainability by publishing
its position paper “Boosting sustainable buildings through fire safety”.
In December 2019, the new European Commission led by Ms Ursula Von Der Leyen introduced
the EU Green Deal. This flagship policy aims to transform the economy and to make the EU
climate neutral by 2050. To materialise this sustainable future, the European Commission
identified a few industries has having an important role to play, including the building sector.
The ambition to green buildings is not new and the building sector has adapted to new end-user
and societal needs by introducing new technologies and materials, and several sustainable
building rating schemes and reporting frameworks exist across the world (LEED, Level(s),
BREEAM, RELI etc.). However, fire safety has often been forgotten in the efforts to green our
building stock.
The EU Green Deal also refers to the implementation of the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive, which is a pioneering piece of legislation at EU level, linking renovations
to the improvement of fire safety. In May 2019, the European Commission published its
recommendations on how EU countries should implement the building renovation aspect of
the revised Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD). Several recommendations cover
fire safety.
Fire Safe Europe believes it is crucial to address the gap between sustainable green buildings
and fire resilience and to ensure the EU Green Deals initiatives on buildings and other legislation
and regulation account for fire resilience. To achieve this, Fire Safe Europe has identified
initiatives under which it would be important to include fire resilience and will work towards
this goal in 2020.
FIND OUT MORE

Position paper: Boosting sustainable Buildings
through fire safety

Here’s what you should know on the EU Green
Deal background
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The EU Green Deal: main points for buildings
and fire safety

Fire Safety highlighted in the EPBD
recommendations on building renovation

Data collection

Guiding fire safety data collection across Europe
Fire Safe Europe has long been pushing for a harmonised effort to collect data at EU level to
improve fire safety policies and regulation for the safety of European citizens. In 2016, Fire
Safe Europe along with 15 other organisations published a call to action “the EU needs a fire
safety strategy”. It recommended to the European Commission to work to collect comparable
and harmonised fire data amongst EU member states in order to be able to analyse trends and
develop adequate responses to tackle buildings fire safety across the EU.
The European Commission, following a push by the European Parliament, is now taking steps to
collect fire data. Indeed, in 2018, 20 Members of the European Parliament tabled an amendment
to fund an EU project on Mending data gaps and paving the way for pan-European fire safety
efforts. After the pilot project was adopted, the European Commission published in 2019 a
call for tender for this project on “Closing data gaps and paving the way for Pan-European fire
safety efforts”.
To support the European Commission’s effort on fire safety data collection, Fire Safe Europe
organised five webinars with experts from across the world from November 2018 to May 2019.
The webinars were attended by 250+ participants in total and fostered lively discussions on fire
safety data collection across Europe. The key takeaways from these webinars were put together
into a Summary Report on “Guiding Fire Safety Data Collection Across Europe”, which provides
strong recommendations.
In October 2019, Fire Safe Europe opened within the European Fire Safety Community an
Advisory Panel on data collection. Within this Advisory Panel members have the opportunity to
collaborate, contribute and shape the dialogue of fire safety data collection across Europe. The
aim is to foster best practices and ideas to collect fire statistics at the EU level and to provide
input into the EU Project on “Mending data gaps and paving the way for pan-European fire
safety efforts”.
FIND OUT MORE

Webinar: Learning from other EU initiatives
which have been collecting data with the aim to
increase safety

Webinar: Learning from pioneering EU
countries

Webinar: Learning from fires with Dr. Vyto
Babrauskas

Data Collection summary report: guiding fire
safety data collection across Europe.
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GLOBETROTTING
Fire Safe Europe actively supported, participated and presented at many fire safety events in
2019 as part of its efforts to enable and encourage the fire safety community to share best practices and contribute to the advancement of fire safety across Europe.

3rd International Seminar on Fire Safety of Facades (FSF 2019)
To contribute to the debate on facades fire safety, Fire
Safe Europe participated in and presented at the 3rd
International Seminar on Fire Safety of Facades in
Paris, France.
The symposium welcomed 150+ facades fire safety
experts from Asia, North America and Europe. Fire
Safe Europe gave a speech in the introduction of the
conference on the progress at EU level to develop a
harmonised approach to test the fire performance of
façades and announced the opening of the Advisory
Panel on facades fire safety in the European Fire Safety Community. Watch the full speech here.
In order to provide a broader audience with expert information on facades fire safety, Fire Safe Europe
also actively communicated on the event. You can re-watch Fire Safe Europe’s four live videos of the
RISE workshop, conference opening, keynote speakers interview and closing ceremony.

Nordic Fire and Safety Days (NFSD 2019)
Fire Safe Europe joined 150+ fire safety delegates
to present and exchange on topics such as fire
dynamics, fire detection and more in Denmark for
the Nordic Fire Safety Days.
Fire Safe Europe gave an insightful presentation on
envisioning a European framework for smoke toxicity
of fire-exposed construction products and stressed
the importance of developing a harmonised testing
and classification system for smoke toxicity. In the
presentation’s abstract Fire Safe Europe explains
why such a framework is crucial when it comes to
fire and life safety. Discover the abstract here.
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Romanian coalition for fire safety conference
In May 2019, Fire Safe Europe presented its
#Together4FireSafety campaign to raise awareness
on fire safety at the Romanian Fire Safety Coalition
conference on fire safety in buildings.
The conference brought together fire safety experts
and national policymakers to discuss and exchange
ideas on how to reduce the number of victims and
material damage of fires through legislative change
and prevention campaigns. Click here to read more.

Fire-In project annual dissemination workshop
The fire safety stakeholders gathered in Spain on
May 2019 for the second FIRE-IN project annual
Dissemination Workshop. Fire Safe Europe actively
participated in the fruitful exchanges between 80+
attendees from 17 countries.
Fire Safe Europe gave a presentation on the
#Together4FireSafety campaign and provided
attendees with 2 ideas enabling them to be heard
by future EU-decision makers. Discover them here.

Our European Fire Safety Community now provides you with a full calendar of events, click here
to register and be able to access the event section.
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COMMUNICATIONS
Fire Safe Europe communicates regularly to raise awareness on all of its activities, new
developments on fire safety at EU level and new initiatives by the fire safety community through
various communication mediums. This section gives an overview of Fire Safe Europe’s key
communication activities in 2019.

Introducing podcasts
In 2017, Fire Safe Europe did its very first webinar. In 2019, we are introducing yet another
format for you to access information on fire safety: podcasts. The two Advisory Panels in the
European Fire Safety Community started their own podcast series: “The facades Files” and
“The Data Project”.
The Facades Files bring expert views on facades fire safety from European and beyond, and
discusses facades regulations, innovation, standardisation, and much more. The podcast looks
into how facades regulations and standards are evolving across the globe and talks about what
the European Union is doing to develop a new approach to test the fire performance of facades,
as well as new initiatives regarding facades fire safety in Europe and beyond.
The Data Project invites experts to survey what data is already available, discuss the role of big
data analytics on fire safety data collection and much more. Through these exchanges, the goal
is to identify best practices to improve data collection at EU level.

The Data Project Ep.I “Is big
data analytics the future of
fire safety data collection?” with Dr Lori Moore-Merrell

The Data Project Ep.II “MEP
Theresa Griffin’s take on
closing fire safety data gaps”

The facades files EP I:
“Welcome to the Advisory
Panel on Facades”

Fire Safe Europe in the media
The following mediums have either mentioned Fire Safe Europe’s work or published Fire Safe
Europe’s articles in 2019.
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Follow us on social media for daily updates on everything fire safety

1029 Followers

806 Followers

1876Followers

Quarterly fire safety updates in Fire Safe Europe’s Fire News Flash
This year, our quarterly newsletter was upgraded to better meet the needs of the fire safety community. In the new edition of our Fire News Flash, readers can get the latest information on technical, societal, policy and regulatory developments through interactive content. The new concept
also enables you to access the work of external fire safety experts, by featuring guest articles.

European Elections
Candidates
and European
Commission act for
fire safety. March 1,
2019

Join! The next
chapter for fire
safety in buildings
starts now. June 11,
2019

Let’s build change
together. October 15,
2019

2019 has been a
momentous year
but 2020 looks even
better. December 17,
2019

FINANCES
Projects

General
expenses

Surplus
Activity
costs

Program
services

Contributions
and sponsoring

2019 REVENUE

2019 EXPENSES

Contributions and sponsoring : €507.500
Projects : €30.821
Surplus from previous years : €10.873

Program services : €343.650
Activity costs : €162.582
General expenses : €42.962

Total : €549.194

Total : €549.194
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LET’S BUILD CHANGE TOGETHER
Are you an individual or an organisation for whom fire safety matters?
Do you want to challenge the fact that fire safety is taken for granted?
Do you have something to contribute to improving fire safety in buildings?
Join in and let’s build change together in the new decades!
There are three ways to join Fire Safe Europe: Community Membership for individuals,
Community Membership for organisations, and Strategic membership.

1. Community membership for individuals
As an individual, you can become a European Fire Safety Community Member. This free
membership allows you to connect, pool knowledge and work collaboratively on solutions
to improve fire safety in buildings, bridge the communication gap between all of us, and join
forces to take fire safety to the next level. You will have the opportunity to share your expertise
with other people who are passionate about fire safety. Convinced? Then just register to the
European Fire Safety Community at: eufiresafety.community

2. Community membership for organisations
By joining our community as an organisation, you get to enjoy all the benefits of an individual
Community Member, plus additional benefits: you have a virtual stand for your organisation,
with your logo, website url, and social media showcased. You can also promote your events to
Community members. Get noticed and amplify your voice: send us an email to let us know of
your interest in joining.

3. Strategic membership
As a full member of Fire Safe Europe, you contribute to shaping our organisation’s strategy
to improve fire safety in buildings. Your organisation will be represented at the Board, and we
will work hand in hand towards ensuring that people are safe from fire in every building they
spend time in. Send us an email to find about out all the benefits of the full Fire Safe Europe
membership.

FIND OUT MORE
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MEP Manka, FSEU National ambassadors, fire safety stakeholders, and the FSEU
secretariat at the #Toegther4FireSafety campaign kick-off event in the European
Parliament
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